Natura 2000 network represents the milestone of biodiversity protection at EU level. It is based on the Habitats Directive (enacted by the European Union in 1992), requiring Member States to designate special areas for conservation (SAC). Natura 2000 network aims at ensuring a long term sustainability of the most endangered and valuable natural resources.

The first part of the seminar will describe European policies in the field of nature conservation, focusing on the legal aspects. The main task of the European legislation is to coordinate and harmonize the National approaches to conservation of nature, keeping in mind the extremely diverse regime of protected areas in National environmental laws. The Habitats Directive tries to expand the concept of nature conservation far beyond the traditional nature reserves, and the European network aims to strike a balance between human activity and wildlife in a living and changing landscape.

The second part of the seminar will focus on the setting up of the special conservation areas and on the requirements that Member States have to meet to implement the network. It will also discuss the role of Member States to carry out this nature protection system and will provide an overview on its enforcement.

In the third part will be analyzed the wide range of measures of conservation, both strict protection systems and management tools, set by the Habitat directive. Such instruments involve appropriate management plans, statutory, administrative or contractual measures. Member States must also provide some form of environmental assessment and/or authorization of development projects in or near Natura 2000 sites.

Finally the seminar will focus on the judicial control on the implementation of the Habitat directive with reference to the role of Courts in supporting nature protection in Europe and conclude with some comparative reflections.
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